Supplier Quality Manager

Location: Shanghai  
Sector: Retailer  
Starting date: ASAP

ABOUT THE COMPANY
It is the 3rd DIY retailer in the world (1st in Europe) and it is established since 1960. Their different brands led by 114 000 people for 800 stores and 23 B€ turnover in 2019 (including Internet Sales). In Asia, their adventure started more than 20 years ago, in 1998. Today, it is working with 300 Suppliers, with a constantly growing purchasing amount.

RESPONSIBILITIES
• Leads Supplier Quality operations on Suppliers of his scope
• Qualify Suppliers
• Create value (customer and economical) through Supplier efficiency
• Contribute to Product projects Quality Milestones and gates
• Contribute to industrialization of Projects and supplier development
• Develop Supplier Quality performance
• Guarantee conformity and stability of productions
• Treat non-conformity and secure our customers and our businesses @supplier point of view
• Manage strong continuous improvement approach of Supplier
• Monitor closely Supplier Quality performance of his/her scope in relation with Project Quality KPI and Product Compliance
• Develop Supplier (industrial) Quality Culture within his/her ecosystem

REQUIREMENTS
• Bachelor’s degree in Engineering with minimum 5 working experience in supplier quality
• Knowledge and hand-on experience manufacturing and ODM supply quality management in home decoration related industry
• Excellent communication skills in both English and Chinese
• Solid understanding on quality tools such as APQP,PPAP,FMEA,MSA,SPC. 8D
• Solid experience on Lean manufacturing such as 3P, VSM, Kaizen
• Strong knowledge on ISO9001 ,TS16949 and VDA 6.3/6.5
• Certified Six Sigma Black belt or Green belt is preferred
• Serious organization skills and able to meet deadline
• Open minded to multi-culture environment

With over 10 years of experience, CCI FRANCE CHINE Recruitment Department supports companies in their recruitment needs and helps candidates find a professional opportunity across China.

To access more job offers, consult ccifc.org
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